Computing manager fills in
current position survey to
identify strengths and
weaknesses.

School Signs up to
half day computing
evaluation

NO

Inspector checks in with the
subject manager or a termly basis
via email to
-Establish the progress of the
computing action plan.
-Discuss any further issues that
have arisen
-Help with any blockages to
implementation
-Subject manager has unlimited
access to the inspector via email
to ask question/ check
progression/ check documents.
HT is cc'd into these emails so
they they can aprise the inspector
of any special individual or whole
school needs that the inspector
needs to be aware of.

Have three terms
passed?

Inspector uses the survey to
identify current weaknesses
and strengths as an
unprioritied list

Inspector informs school
and recommends that
inspector involvement
stops there.

Subject manager
shares the
amended list with
the inspector
Subject manager
writes action plan
and shares action
plan with the HT/SLT
who make
amendments in light
of whole school
priorities.

School chooses to
signs up for
extended
inspector support
for three terms.

YES

Inspector identifies any
aspects that may need to be
prioritiesed for technical or
national reasons.

No

Is their
enough need to
justify ongoing
inspector
involvement?

See cost model in
appendix 1
See list of what
support is included
and what support is
not incuded
appendix 2

YES

Subject manager reports to
the HT/SLT on the progress
of the action plan, outlining
progress made and issues
affecting further
implementation. Shares
report with the inspector.

During a face to face half day meeting
the subject manager with inspector
guidance
-Address any conception issues that the
subject manager has about aspects of
computing.
-Prioritise the school computing needs
-Help subject managers to begin to break
down tasks into manageable chunks
(action planning)
-Help the subject manager to identify a
range of documents needed to support
other teachers with computing.
-Start to identify any further training
needs the school might have and who
could deliver these.

YES

The inspector adds
their additional
recommendations,
commentary and
thoughts on next steps.

Does the
school wish to
continue?

Schools can
cancel at this point
for any reason.

No

Inspector Planned
Support Ends

